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seemed to be to the doubters of thirty years ago. The area of fertile land is 
enormous, the bracing climate will stimulate industry and the settlement of the 
region is certain. It will take time, however, for a large population to create 
homes in this wilderness, as vast forests must be cleared, and not until railroads 
are built will immigration on a large scale be practicable. 

The book contains many photographs illustrating phases of the northern land 
and its people. Mr. MacFarlane's Notes on the Mammals and Birds are the result 
of his long residence in northern Canada in the service of the Hudson Bay Com- 
pany. His lists and descriptions are of much interest and value. The testimony 
of this volume is confirmatory of other recent reports that there is still room for 
hundreds of thousands of white pioneers in regions north of the present limit of 
farm development in the plains area of western Canada. 

Ruwenzori. By Filippo de Filippi. xvi and 404 pp., I50 Illustrations in the 
Text, 32 Plates and 5 Maps. A. Constable & Co., London, I908. 

In explorinig the culminating mountain range of Africa, the Duke of the 
Abruzzi has added a new triumph to his remarkable record of achievement. The 
present narrative is prepared from the notes of the exploring party by Filippo de 
Filippi, F.R.G.S., who was not a member of the expedition, but who had previously 
accompanied the Duke in similar work. An introductory chapter sketches the 
work of previous explorers, Stanley, Stairs, Stuhlmann, Scott-Elliot and others, and 
appendixes give reports on astronomic, geodetic and meteorological observations. 
A summary of the geology is added, with a zoological and botanical list. De- 
tailed reports on these latter subjects are to constitute a second volume to be pub- 
lished in Italian. 

The narrative begins with the journey from Naples to Mombasa, and thence 
by rail, steamboat, and caravan to Fort Portal at the eastern base of the range. 
Rain and mist form the chief difficulty of exploration, and account for the uncer- 
tainties of tradition and for the vague and conflicting reports of later exploration. 
Surrounded by the marshes of Uganda and the moist and torrid forests of the 
Congo, this short but lofty range becomes a nucleus for the condensation of vapours 
and for frlequent and tumultuous storms about the cold peaks. There was no clear 
choice of seasons, but it was planned to reach the mountains early in June,. I906. 
The objects were primarily geographic, with such related investigations as have 
already been suggested. Of eighteen notable peaks named, seventeen were ascended, 
some repeatedly, and of these the head of the expedition went to the summit of 
thirteen. The work was carried out with a degree of thoroughness which leaves 
little to be desired, and the maps are based on surveys executed with remarkable 
persistence and care. 

The party proceed!ed up the Mobuku Valley to Bujongolo, where, under a cliff, 
on difficult ground, the base camp was established, which was occupied, according 
to need, for five weeks. On the way a new and important tributary valley was 
discovered, the Bujuku, leadinig from the heart of the range, southeastward to a 
junction with the Mobuku. Around this new valley the major peaks group them- 
selves somewhat in the form of the capital letter G. 

Contrary to the usual conditions of a dominating continental range, the Ruwen- 
zori rises, not from high central plateaux, but from the "Albertine Depression," a 
region lying several hundred feet below the average surface of Uganda. The 
waters descending in every direction, gather to one outflow, including in the 
hydrographical system, Lake Albert Edward, the Semliki River and Lake Albert. 
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The continental divide is not on these lofty crests, therefore, but, following low 
hills in the Congo forest a little to the west, separates the Congo from these south- 
western sources of the Nile. 

The name Ruwenzori was Igiven by Stanley and is preserved by the Duke of 
the Abruzzi. The term is translated, "King of the Clouds," or "Rain-maker," and 
its appropriateness receives emphasis from the experiences of almost every day 
which the party spent in the range. The most westerly eminence is Mt. Stanley, 
which contains the highest peaks, named by the Duke, Margherita (I6,815 feet), 
Alexandra (I6,749 feet), Elena (I6,338 feet) and Savoia (16,339 feet). To the 
southeast is Mt. Baker, with Edward Peak (15,988 feet) and Semper Peak (15,843 
feet). To the northeast is Mt. Speke, whose highest point is Vittorio Emanuele 
(I6,o80 feet). Among other heights are Mt. Emin, Mt. Gessi, and Mt. Luigi di 

Savoia, the last name assigned upon the insistence of the Royal Geographical 
Society. Various peaks and passes fix in the range the names of Sella, Stairs, 
Freshfield, Cagni, Wallaston, Moore, Scott-Elliot, Stuhlmann, Johnston and others. 
Of the five passes separating the six principal mountain groups, four exceed an 
altitude of 14,000 feet. 

The summits of all of the six groups are largely mantled with small glaciers,: 
which are all receding. Their frontal moraines are small, and the water flowing 
from them is often limpid, showing thus little ,activity and small erosive action. 
Great snow cornices are common, and beneath them hang stalactites of ice in such 

strength and abundance as to serve as a support. These peculiar features are due 
to incessant freezing and thawing in this equatorial situation. For the same rea- 
son the snows pass directly into glacial ice, apparently without an intermediate 
nev6 stage. The snow limit is placed between 14,700 and I4,800 feet and the 

glaciers do not now descend much below this level. Many evidences of former 
extension of the glacial ice are given. Unquestionable proofs carry the former 

glaciation at one point down to 4,500 feet. The western slope was not traversed 

sufficiently to reveal the lower limit of glaciation on that side. 
The range itself is believed to consist of rocks of pre-Paleozoic age, and is 

described by Professor Roccati as due to an anticlinal or ellipsoid upheaval be- 
tween the two great zones of fracture on the east and west. Two further items 
of interest relate to the meteorology. Striking evidences of electrical action are 
found on some of the peaks and on one occasion the Duke and his party were 
exposed to a dangerous electrical storm. Below the snow line and the glaciers 
and down to 9,000 feet there is a boggy layer of "peat-turf," often 20 inches or 
more in thickness, which sustains a rank vegetation and almost completely pro- 
tects the slopes of that zone from erosion. 

The contrast between mountain and plain is well expressed in the joy of all, 
at leaving behind mud and stones, "melancholy vegetation," the "pallid light of 
the mists" and the "everlasting drip of the rains" to go down to the sun and heat 
of tropical plains. Abruzzi believes with Stanley that the Ruwenzori is identical 
with the Mountains of the Moon of Ptolemy, and he brought to the Royal Geo- 

graphical Society a few months later the results of those full discoveries for which 
Stanley had, five years before, in the same presence, expressed an ardent hope. 

A. P. B. 
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